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Manifest
This is a manifesto, a rebellion and a challenge.
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Mocking Metaverse
Which whitepaper did you last read?

These texts are a roadmap for all future tokens. This whitepaper is a tutorial, a guide. It belongs to 

a token with no selling pressure. It is a masterpiece where the team is the whole community.

Why Mock ?
Because there is a scenario where the king is naked. Doge is making fun of major tokens and is unclaimed,

so is the mock. We're making fun of the metaverse. The joke is the greatest truth. As you will see in the

articles you will read shortly, many projects have harmed you under the name of metaverse. Hello, there is

no such thing as a metaverse. You must understand this first. Stupid games, stupid nfts can never be

metaverse. Mocking because what did the projects that promise you serious things did? A big nothing.

They created hype and only harmed you. You won $50 but you lost $100.

If you want to learn something, if you want to see exactly how a project is managed, read this document

without getting bored. Every move on this coin contains a lot of experience and hard work.
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Introduction
Let's take a look at those who agree with us.

Elon Musk, CEO of SpaceX and Tesla,

is not impressed by the Metaverse and

is not convinced that we will all be

disappearing into this hyper-virtual wo

rld anytime soon. Musk’s comments ca

me in an interview with the Youtube

channel ‘The Babylon Bee’.

When asked about the Metaverse,

Musk’s response was, “I don’t know if

I necessarily buy into this Metaverse

stuff, although people talk to me a lot

about it.” He further added that he

does not see a future where people

want to stay in this virtual reality that

companies such as Meta are pushing.6

https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/quixplained-why-facebook-wants-to-rebrand-itself-for-the-metaverse-7595563/
https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/facebook-rebranding-name-change-metaverse-explained-7582602/


Watch This Video!
Video on our website or link: https://youtu.be/jvGnw1sHh9M

Musk said he does not believe that

people would abandon the physical

world and replace it with a virtual one,

especially with a screen on their faces.

“You know when I grew up it was like ‘

don’t sit too close to the TV it’s gonna

ruin your eyesight’ and now TV is like

literally right here (puts his hand very

close to his face), I’m like umm what?  

Is that good for you?” Musk joked

about the absurdity of having a screen

close to your face for long periods of       

time,

“I don’t see someone strapping a         

friggin’ screen to their face all day”, he 

said bluntly. *https://indianexpress.com/article/tec

hnology/tech-news-technology/elon-musk-mocks-metave
rse-idea-says-nobody-wants-a-screen-strapped-to-their-f

ace-7686834/
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What Is Metaverse Fraud?
Although the metaverse is this brand new concept, cryptocurrencies and blockchains have been around for a long enough

time that we know many of the issues surrounding it.

The metaverse might have plans to expand beyond blockchain but at the core seems to be this technology which,

unfortunately, fraudsters have found to be incredibly useful to utilize in order to launder money, steal identities, and

conduct scams.

Due to a lack of KYC measures on certain platforms, combined with minimal regulatory measures, fraudsters can test out

new methods and, to some extent, enjoy risk-free attempts to defraud both companies and users.

Blockchain-based transaction crime hit a record-high in 2021, a staggering $7.8 billion, and with the constant threat of

hacks as well, there is undoubtedly some level of risk to the many metaverses.

Examples of Metaverse Fraud Work?

Any organization that offers crypto-based services, as well as individuals who choose to venture into the metaverse and

the wider crypto-adjacent ecosystem, are met with various risks.

There are a series of schemes and techniques already employed as well as soon-to-be employed in metaverse-adjacent

sectors, and experts anticipate new methods unique to these platforms to also appear.

Account takeover (ATO) attacks

Fraudsters will use traditional methods such as phishing attacks to gain access to accounts and rinse them of either

currency or NFTs held by the account.8



What Is Metaverse Fraud?
Multi-accounting

Fraudsters might look to set up multiple accounts on a certain metaverse platform to launder illegally acquired money or look to

abuse promotions. One example scenario could see a fraudster buying an NFT from another account that they also control using
dirty money, with the aim of withdrawing once sold onto an honest user.

Irreversible transactions

Crypto is notorious for its transparency, due to the blockchain’s open-record information. However, once a transaction is made, it

can be nearly impossible to reverse. This works against some consumer expectations, especially compared to offline transactions.

Influencer and affiliate fraud

One renowned instance of crypto influencer fraud saw celebrities such as Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos have their Twitter accounts
hacked as part of a fake giveaway. A similar thing could be seen in future metaverse promotions.

Fake reviews

Fake reviews can massively damage brand reputation when these new platforms need to remain transparent to their communities
in order to succeed, keep their token price stable, and have loyal users. For instance, a targeted bad review attack via bots can easily

scare consumers away and cause a drop in token price.

Scam projects

The unregulated nature of NFTs and crypto gives room for scam projects to appear on major marketplaces as well as issues
surrounding copyright and intellectual property. For instance, Vice has already covered some from late 2021, such as an NFT project

developer who disappeared with $2.7 million.9



What Is Metaverse Fraud?
Data breaches

Well, data breaches are a global problem. As technology continues to become more accessible, metaverse platforms need to ensure the

protection of their users’ data or risk losing consumer trust.

Ecommerce related fraud

Handling online goods, even in a digital format, gives room for typical scenarios seen in the ecommerce sector such as chargebacks, friendly fraud

, refunds, and other settlement disputes.

Lack of regulation

For both users and companies, the lack of compliance and regulation legislation in place at the moment allows room for damaging circumstances.

Volatility and market manipulation

Users often trade tokens without actually engaging with the platform itself to make money – and such risks as aggressive market manipulation,

rug pulls and honeypots are something to be wary of for all involved.

Virtual world fraud

It is worth noting that many of the issues mentioned above have been about since before crypto even existed, in virtual worlds such as The Sims,

World of Warcraft, and Second Life. So, there is an argument that the gaming companies that are involved in the space should be somewhat

prepared.

Rug pulls

New tech brings opportunistic bad actors, the most famous possibly being a digital token inspired by the Netflix series Squid Game that was pitch

ed as a play-to-earn metaverse game. $SQUID turned out to be a complete scam and lost all of its value almost instantly, with the developers run

ning away with all funds.*https://seon.io/resources/metaverse-fraud/10



How Smart Are Smart Devices?
Experts predict that the metaverse will be operated with help from smart devices and augmented reality. These

technologies will combine avatars, virtual reality headsets, and wearable NFTs.

While these devices can be beneficial, these wearables will collect data from users in their real lives and online lives. With

an extraordinary amount of data being collected, threat actors will be even more interested in breaking in and causing

data breaches of these identity passports.

As a result, there are concerns on where the data will go and how it will be regulated. Some consumers also worry about

digital burglaries and how their reputation will be affected in the event of having their identity stolen in the metaverse.

As a result of these concerns, data and privacy regulations will be a leading global discussion for some time.*https://www.e

week.com/security/fraud-in-the-metaverse/
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Alert raised on growing metaverse-related scams and illegal fundraising by Chinese financial services

regulator amid market frenzy

The China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission said criminals are now getting involved in

various metaverse investment projects and blockchain games

The warning comes at a time when the metaverse has become popular with Chinese technology

companies and a growing number of investors

https://www.scmp.com/tech/policy/article/3167614/chinese-financial-services-regulator-raises-alert-gr

owing-metaverse

China: Beware of scammers in the ‘deceptive’ metaverse, banking watchdog warns

One of China’s top financial regulators is warning the public about the risk of scams in the metaverse.

The Chinese Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission (CBIRC) issued the public warning when the

metaverse has become the biggest buzzword in tech, reminding local investors to beware of fraudsters

targeting innocent victims using metaverse-related projects.

The CBIRC claimed in its warning that the metaverse had become a hotbed of financial crime, with scam

mers “absorbing capital” from unsuspecting victims. *https://coingeek.com/china-beware-of-scammers-in-the-deceptiv

e-metaverse-banking-watchdog-warns/
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Meta intends to cash in on users seeking to customize their online personas, or avatars, with digital

clothing and accessories.

Which is to say, it wants people to spend real money for make-believe goods that have no value in the

real world.

This sort of thing is now common in video games, but on a relatively small scale. Meta and other

metaverse proponents are hoping to make such digital sales a core part of people’s online lives.

Citi bank, for one, estimates that the metaverse economy could be worth as much as $13 trillion by

2030.

But Meta taking almost half of each online transaction? That doesn’t sit well with some folk. Twitter

comments have been almost uniformly negative.

Development of the metaverse is now guided primarily by wishful thinking. It apparently depends on

widespread adoption of virtual-reality headsets, which has yet to happen, and on millions of users being

cool with spending real money on things that don’t exist in the real world.

But Meta’s overenthusiastic bid to wet its beak in a big way on each online deal — that’s the sort of

thing that kills even the best ideas.* https://www.kron4.com/news/the-metaverse-is-increasingly-looking-like-a-scam/
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The (current) Metaverse is a Scam !
Here’s why I’m sceptical about the Metaverse and the promises that were made.

Ever since Mark Zuckerberg

announced the name change of

Facebook to Meta in 2021, there
has been an exponential increase

in interest surrounding the

metaverse (whatever that means).
This includes the rise in in-game

cryptocurrencies such as $SAND,
$MANA and $AXS with a year-to-d

ate return of about 16,853%, 4,21

9% and 18,016% respectively.

14



The (current) Metaverse is a Scam !
Furthermore, games and brands that are jumping on into the ‘metaverse’ idea are getting

a boost from investors trying to get an early piece of the pie. Age-old brands like Coca-cola

started selling NFTs. This seemed a bit unorthodox. As we all know, they have only been

focused on selling sugared beverages.

Not only that, it gets even more ridiculous when a plot of land in The Sandbox has been

sold for $4.3 million. REAL MONEY.

I am all for cryptocurrencies and the development of virtual technology just like the one

shown in Sword Art Online but personally, I fall on the more conservative side. The idea

builds on the dream that it could be a place where people do work and play virtually. Social

spaces and developments of new worlds allow individuals to explore and socialise. One

example now is Roblox where social spaces can be made to set up virtual events and

concerts.

The idea is bigger than just being a space to have fun but also to connect reality to the

virtual world.
15



The (current) Metaverse is a Scam !
I feel that the hype surrounding the metaverse is just that, hype. Not because of the immaturity of the idea but instead, the idea has

deflected from its true intention and purpose.

Let’s fall back into what the metaverse might actually mean.

The Ideal Metaverse

What Is the Metaverse and Why Should I Care?

Once a niche concept, the idea of a centralized virtual world has careened into the mainstream landscape this year…

According to Time, the metaverse is an idea of a centralized virtual world where it mirrors the physical world. Scenes from films like Ready

Player One and maybe animes like Sword Art Online should come to mind.

Characters wear a piece of equipment called the ‘Nervegear’ to enter the virtual world in Sword Art Online

16



Why We Hate the (current) Metaverse
However, as much as that is the ideal dream for the metaverse, the current state isn’t. Even Elon Musk, the richest man in the world

mocked the idea of the metaverse. He added that he did not think people would want to stay in the virtual world for too long, well
at least, not in the current state where we have to put screens on our faces.

Even the idea of sitting in front of the television for long hours have always been discouraged, let alone plastering a screen on our

faces for hours on end.

Personally, the current state of the metaverse has been shifted towards quick profit-making and less on the utility of the technology.
I believe that the people that are jumping quickly into the idea of the metaverse are in it to be early ‘adopters’ just to make a quick

return.

One example is that of NFTs. Once thought of as a new way to look and appreciate art is now riddled with scams, worthless ‘
artworks’ and quick-flips.

To me, it feels like a huge pyramid scheme where the more people that bought in, the more money the early ‘adopters’ would make
.

Many retail investors that I have been following jumped into the world of NFTs so that they can buy early and sell to the next

incoming buyer.

90% of NFTs will be Worthless

According to Fred Ehrsam, the co-founder of Coinbase, 90% of NFTs will have no value in 3–5 years. NFTs are driven up in value
because of hype and the ‘community’ that surrounds it. There is no inherent value in the art itself.

Once the ‘community’ is satisfied with sucking out the money from one another, the last person purchasing the NFT would be left
holding the bag.17



Why We Hate the (current) Metaverse
A possible utility that has been argued for NFTs is that you can use it to be placed in your metaverse homes, well at least for the art NFTs.

Also, NFTs can be collectables in a game where people trade and sell to one another.

But that’s just it. The utility of NFTs, in my opinion, is still debatable.

One fascinating thing that happened that I still cannot wrap my head around is the burning of an original Banksy art so as to convert it into

a ‘true’ NFT.

‘Morons’ was an original artwork done up by Banksy and was sold for $382,000 as an NFT. The thing is that they burned up the original

physical copy so that the artwork will be a ‘true’ NFT. Whatever that means.

It is obvious that I am critical of the NFT market, however, my stand is that why would you want to have an artwork online that can be

reproduced (other than the proof of ownership) instead of having it on your wall in reality?

“There’s no way the metaverse is going to help with things like income inequality, or food deserts, people who cannot buy groceries,

disparities and access to health care,”

— science fiction writer Ted Chiang

The current state of the Metaverse has still yet to prove itself useful to the less fortunate in society or to solve the problems of humanity

such as global warming, income disparity, racial injustice etc.

The ‘Value’ of NFTs are still being Debated

As an investor in cryptocurrencies, I do not deny that there are potential benefits that the ideal metaverse can bring to society. However,

I prefer the stand of Elon Musk which is that I do not see people leaving everything in reality behind to move into the metaverse.

18



Why We Hate the (current) Metaverse

Courtesy of Pexels.com

What I see now is that whatever the current

state of the metaverse is is just another
hype and a marketing campaign to take the
money from gullible retail investors with the

promise that their ‘investment’ will pay off in
the end. Unknowingly, their ‘investments’
might end up worthless.There is no ‘value’

yet as people are still unsure what the
metaverse can bring aside from flipping NFTs
for profit.

There would only be inherent value if the
investors believe that these digitised
spaces/items that they built have clear utility

just like in Ready Player One.

19



And just like the dot-com bubble, We

think the metaverse bubble will pop 

soon.
The Bubble will Pop

Personally, I feel that the technologies that the development of the metaverse can bring should instead

be used to benefit the current state of society. Elon Musk’s development of Neuralink is to allow

paraplegics and individuals with disabilities to use their arms and legs is one good example.

The metaverse still lies in the realm of high speculation and with time, only a few technologies and

developments may last just like before the dot-com bubble.

20



Iceland Mocks Metaverse With New 

Ad Campaign
Iceland introduces… Icelandverse!

Iceland is known for its viral marketing campaigns, and a few days ago Iceland unveiled its latest such video, which is a hilarious
parody of Zuckerberg’s Metaverse. The 2min24sec video is intended to “introduce the Icelandverse,” and it’s narrated by a fictional
character named Zack Mossbergsson, who is described as the “Chief Visionary Officer” (and he bears quite a resemblance to

Zuckerberg).

Mossbergsson is intentionally awkward throughout the video. Rather than promoting all the cool things you can do in virtual reality,

he highlights all of the fun things you can do in real life if you visit Iceland. Icelandverse is described as “a revolutionary approach of
how to connect our world without being super weird,” and as an “enhanced actual reality without silly-looking headsets.”

You can watch the video for yourself here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8b0OBj4dTdw&feature=emb_rel_end

https://onemileatatime.com/news/iceland-mocks-metaverse/
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Mock the Metaverse At Your Peril ! 

https://www.itproportal.com/features/mock-the-metaverse-at-your-peril/

You can find dozens of

documents on this

subject on the Internet.

Every coin claiming to

be the Metaverse has

hurt you. And all. That's

why we created a token

with no selling pressure.

Each coin must be

purchased by paying

money.

22



Our own comments, These are 

definitely a metaverse scam

Let's joke and see the truth
With today's definition, the metaverse has always existed. Virtual meeting, game, these were

always there. In fact, a lot of games were a thousand times better than the bullshit they’re

currently giving us as metaverses.

When you see a project selling virtual land, run away. You will definitely be scammed. And this

is no different than a ponzi pyramid.

Elon musk thinks exactly the same as us. Apart from Elon musk's interest in crypto, we are

sure that she is a very intelligent person who lives ahead of the times. His thoughts with the

metaverse are obvious. and he is mocking too. Jokes are the greatest truth. All don't owner

projects will definitely win with the right strategy.

Be sure, you are making the teams rich in all the projects that are currently being produced

under the name of the metaverse.23



Buying a land or object in the virtual 

world with real money?

Later in the article, you will see that we are not the only one who thinks about it, there are dozens of people 

who agree with us.

This is bullshit man.

24



Market Research

Now I'm not going to tell you about the definitions of things like meta, facebook, oculus .... You

can find them online. There is no point in prolonging the article unnecessarily. What I want to

tell you is how long you will continue to enrich these projects.

There are successful projects among them. But how many of the gem tokens produced last

year are alive today? Not even 1 year. In fact, these people buy web page domain names for

1 year. Because they will disappear afterward.

The money circulating in Metaverse tokens or coins is over $1 billion. Please read carefully $1

billion. We do not want this money to flow into fraudulent projects.

Do not buy any project with team tokens from now on!
Don't buy. If the team doesn't even have the money to buy its own product at a low price, can

that team do business?

If you examine only the projects with the CMC metaverse tag, you will

see that there are hundreds of metaverse coins or tokens.

25



Market Research
If you examine the market in depth, there are projects with very serious

studies as web3. But people don't invest in the project. People buy as they

go up. That's why they love the hype, but they're losing money forever.

Stay away from any project that covets your 50$100$. Rugpull cannot be

done in Mock. Liquidity will be locked for 4000 years. Mock tokens cannot b

e minted. The team cannot sell. Because there is no team token. Mock does

not have any selling pressure.

There will not be a single mock token obtained for free. So we're gonna rock

this market. Because he really took the dogecoin as an example. Even with

Elon Musk, the same idea met.

In this metaverse bullshit with billions of dollars spinning around, we made

it her goal to get the money that went into those scam projects.

26



What is The

Mock ?

Why Mock ?

Mock is a joke, it is a mockery, it is 

a rebellion. It is a doge award-

winning project with huge potential, 

tired of serious big boss unfulfilled 

promises.

27



What is The Mock ?
The slippage that comes in the mock with a slippage value below 10 will be distributed

as doge to the people they cut. Each project allocates 3 5 10 percent of the transfer

fees to itself. This project is also that 1 percent. And this wallet address will be shared

with the community. It will also be visible as charity in the contract part. It will be used

for the advertisements mentioned in the advertising and marketing section.

In the mock, there will never be a wallet without fee. The slippage value will be constant

for all wallets.

Mock will have antibot feature and will not allow bots to buy.

Mock is a decentralized, fully community-driven project owned by the entire community

Why is the Mock on the BSC Network?

We don't want you to pay hundreds of dollars of cuts on the eth network, or to have to

upgrade your gas fee to complete your transaction. It should always be preferred fast.

It is a cheap and fast network. It is also a network that can cause serious problems like

a polygon network and that transactions are rarely stuck. BSC network is preferred

because all systems work fine. Let's mock !

28



Why Doge Award?
Because he is like us. It's making fun of the system.

It called most of 

the cryptos you 

see now fake. 
Cryptos with serious 

goals are gone. But 

the doge will live 

forever.

Doge starts off 

like a joke and 

talks about 

something 

very serious.

1.Because it has no owner.

3. Doge already has a 

strong community.

2. Because like us. 

community oriented

You can simply impress your 

audience and add a unique zing 

and appeal to your Presentations.  

We say that the metaverse 

is a big scam and we make 

mock of it.
We aim to attract the attention of the doge

community. A strong community is very

important. Your prize doges will come to your

account every day without pressing a button

or needing to take action. So all mock holders

will win. Don't you think it's perfect?

29



Tokenomics
Mocking Metaverse

30

TOKEN NAME MOCKING METAVERSE

SYMBOL MOCK

CONTRACT  

ADDRESS

0x2BF3b9490Cc1eB06836B9A0ACF8588f1c57317FE

TOTAL SUPPLY 100,000,000,000

DECIMAL 9

ANTI BOT YES

SLIPPAGE 7 (BUY – SELL SAME) It will never change !



Tokenomics
TOKEN FEATURES

31

KYC VERIFIED
KYC was done on the Pinksale platform. KYC helps you find the people involved in rugpull or scam situations.

AUDIT
MOCKING METAVERSE (MOCK) contract is audited and listed, check the report by link below. There is

absolutely no mint function or similar function in Mock token. New tokens can never be minted.

LOCKED LIQUIDITY
Liquidity locked 4000 years. There's never a chance of a rugpull.

REFLECTION – DOGE REWARDS
Doge Award to Holders. " 5% " percent of each transaction will be distributed to all mock holders as doges.

AUTO LIQUIDITY
1% " percent of each transaction will be transferred to the automatic liquidity pool. Thus, the liquidity pool wil

l grow continuously.

AGGRESSIVE MARKETING
" 1% " of every transaction is will be transferred to ads marketing wallet. Thus, resources related to the aggre

ssive market campaign will be collected. 

Ads ve Marketing Wallet 0xC407Dec178CcEFb9a663c83832738550f61B2e1f



Tokenomics
DIAGRAM
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50%

38%

12%0%

MOCK TOKEN

PRESALE

PUBLIC SALE

BURN

TEAM

TEAM HAS 0 TOKEN

The team has to buy tokens!

TOTAL SUPPLY

100,000,000,000

50% PRESALE

37,5 % PUBLIC SALE

11,5% BURNT

0% TEAM



Presale
There is absolutely no whitelist.

Everyone will be able to participate equally. Bot purchases will not be

allowed. We are using the pinksale antibot feature.It will happen as Fa

ir Launch.

Soft Cap will be 75 BNB.

At least 50 BNB of this will be bought by the team. Advertisements wil

l start with the pre-sale and many advertisements will be made the d

ay before the pre-sale. You can find these in the whitepaper advertisi

ng strategies section.The pre-sale will only last 6 hours. This is a s

erious opportunity, be ready for a continuous upward chart.

The pre-sale will take place on the pinksale platform. Definitely bewar

e of our imitations. Make sure you're on pinksale.finance.

33
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Problems

Roadmaps are full of imaginary targets, eg; In a roadmap you can see :D 

NFT ,Web3,Metaverse ,Defi,Oracle,Stake,Swap ...

Projects make great promises and create expectations

They say that these were taken to develop the project. But they just fill their own pockets.

Teams dedicating themselves huge token amounts

Liquidities are locked for 30-360, usually 180 days. What happens next? Rugpull when the lock is 

gone. Even large projects haven't too many locked liquidity projects.

Unlocked liquidities

The same token is given in the award-winning reflective tokens.Like, X token 

holders win x token.  This creates selling pressure.

34



Problems

Having the concept of project ownership. Remember, if there is ownership, the 

system only serves its owner.

Everything looks perfect in a cryptocurrency, but the token can be printed. This affects 

the supply in a terrible way. It creates sales pressure.

Ability to mint new tokens

35



Solutions

An upward graph without selling pressure will be created.

We will never make exaggerated promises.

We will be mock token investors ourselves.

The team will not receive a single token for free.

If god didn't bless us, we will probably be dead. If god didn't give us the opportunity to live 4000 years, 

no one can touch this liquidity. They will be locked on the pinksale platform with Certik certificates 

guaranteed.

Liquidity will be locked for 4000 years.

Mock holders will receive another token, the doge, as a reward. 

This will prevent a sale that may occur by selling the prize tokens.

36



Solutions

The eternity of the contract will be preserved, no features in the Write contract 

section will be used.

There will be no concept of project ownership.

Even a new token will not be minted. There will be no related function. And this will 

be visible to audit and independent verifiers.

The team will not receive a single token for free.

37



Financial Strategy
It will be completely transparent.

Many projects distribute 

their own tokens to holders 

as a reward. However, this 

creates selling pressure. 

That's why the doge will be 

given as a reward.

Fee deductions collected 

to 1 percent wallet will be 

used entirely for 

advertisements. In the 

advertising section, we 

recommend that you read 

the advertising strategies 

section.

Advertising is very 

important. All proceeds 

from the pre-sale will be 

allocated to advertising. 

We already have a clear 

100x potential. With the 

right advertisement, this 

will easily pass 1000x.

There are some ad 

accounts that have 1m 

followers. Never has 

interactions and they have 

bots. We will definitely not 

let people who trust and 

invest in us get upset.

First of all, a part of the team budget will be reserved for pre-sale purchase. And with this amount, we will be the first

investors of our own project. The project has a 1 percent wallet. In most projects, this is 2-5 percent. The peculiarity of

this wallet is to receive one percent of a transaction slippage fee made on the network.
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Financial Strategy
We will create a continuous upward graph with no selling pressure on it.

In our financial strategy, 

the finance part will be 

completely devoted to the 

advertising and market 

part. Therefore, be sure to 

read the advertising and 

marketing section.

Advertising is very 

important and requires a 

certain budget. Even if you 

are the most valuable 

diamond without 

advertising, who can find 

you?

Since the founders of the 

project are also project 

investors and own this 

token by paying out of 

pocket, all financial power 

will be primarily transferred 

to advertisements.

After the listings and after 

6 months have passed, the 

fees required for the stock 

market listings will be set 

aside. However, no entry 

will be made to the stock 

markets that do not 

support our reflection 

features.

As in this project, you will not see such clear and transparent explanations in any whitepaper. This is the difference between

you mock token investors. You will always have the most accurate information.
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Advertising and Marketing Strategies
Accurate and effective advertising, pre-sales and post-sales non-stop !

Ads will be divided into two times.

Pre-sale 5 twitter accounts will be

used for advertising. And the ads

will start the day before the pre-

sale. People are forgetful.

Therefore, twitter ads will start to

be made 1 day before the

pre-sale.

However, with the announcement of

the pre-sale, the official listing of the

coin hunter will be made and there

will be continuous advertising until

the pre-sale.

When choosing advertisements

for the project, the most influenti

al people will be selected. Adver

tisers are bullshit. It demands a 

lot of money, in return they sell

you bots. Most are like that.

Many telegram pages have thousands of su

bscribers. However, writing is not allowed.

Only token features are pinned. The effect

of these ads is almost zero. We can clearly

distinguish which ad is good and which ad is

bad.

With the end of the pre-sale, a fast

CG and CMC listing process will be

gin. With the entry of these platform

s, the trend will be purchased. It is

quite an expensive method and

many people say they can do it, but

it is a scam. We know the right

people for this :D

At least 2 youtube videos will be

prepared before the pre-sale.

Available on two accounts. We

respect the organicity of the

audience of these two people.



Advertising and Marketing Strategies
Who we will work with in advertisements, this information is currently clear. However, we cannot reveal their names. It can 

complicate the bargaining process :D

After the pre-sale, an advertising

and market attack will officially

begin. In countries tti the right

influencers , we will act quite

aggressively to work with

travladd.

However, you have a task to do here

. We are all project partners. Don’t

forget to support us on social media.

Tell those around you. Tell your

superiors that there will never be a

series of coin sales. Explain that the

team is also a mock token investor.

Talk about the Doge award. Tell him

to read our whitepaper. People will

come to thank you.

We will show everyone the pote

ntial of the mock token. We will 

perform the ads in countries tha

t are interested in crypto.

We have a list that Pinksale offe

rs for advertising and marketing

. We are meeting with them.

And they will be very useful and

professional for advertisements.

There is also this whitepaper, whic

h has the answer to every question

that may be on people's minds.

We do not promise you dreams.

Community is the owner of this

project. We used to do AMAs in old

projects when admin, mod ..

However, its effects are almost

zero. The answers to all your

questions are right here.41



Advertising and Marketing Strategies

You can always ask what you

want from telegram, but our

primary condition is that you have

read the whitepaper. Please read

the channel fixed messages and

the whitepaper.

Welcome to one of the very

few truly community-driven

projects and the 100x journey.

The first target is 100x. We wil

l achieve this easily.
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Twitter Activity
Elon Musk's mock video is at the entrance of our page. We agree exactly with what he said. Everything that comes out under the 

name of Metaverse and its future will steal your hopes.

Elon is important in crypto

and he agrees with us. We

will do all we can to get

him to see this project on

Twitter, because we know

he reads the comments.

It will be tweeted daily and 

the page will be kept active.

Bots will never be bought. Th

ere should be at least 10 likes 

on a 300-500-person page. 

Some projects have 30k follo

wers. Likes 1. :D We don’t 

want that.

As the investors and partners of

our project, please do not

hesitate to support us on social

media. Because you are a

partner in this project. And there

is no concept of ownership.
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Telegram Activity
There will be an announcement and a global channel.

There won't be much hype 

admin.

To begin with, a total of 3

admins will be assigned.

And 3 admins will be

constantly active according

to the time zone.
Hype admins are bad. A ques

tion is asked. After the questi

on cannot be answered, they

fire 5 rockets and hide the

question. Friend asked you a

question? What's with the

rocket? Please ask us any

question about us. You will

witness that we are growing

completely organically.

Since you are a mock partner a

s a project investor, you can get

a volunteer mod tag and

become a manager.

We don't need to spend money

and buy dozens of hype admin

s. There is more than enough

answer to every question in     

this whitepaper.
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Telegram Activity
Why are there no local channels?
When local channels are opened, projects will either have to close them over time or dirty information will

begin to be advertised in these groups. In the local language, deer is made a lot.

We do not want local groups in the short term. We cannot say anything to those who open groups themselves

But they will never be official channels. The common language of the world is English. And the global one w

ill be an active telegram channel. If a token is also not allowed to be written on the global channel, then

immediately run away . That project is 1000 percent fake.

REDDIT- GITHUB

Reddit

Twitter shares will be actively shared on the Reddit platform. The whitepaper manifest will appear on this

page. It will be actively used.

Github

All inventories such as project source codes, whitepapers, project logo will be shared openly with the

community.

Other social media pages will be activated one by one as the community gets stronger. Whatever it takes to

be on every platform will be done.
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TEAM
The most important feature of a team should be experience. We have been involved in dozens of projects before that.

However, we didn't own any of the projects. You will understand how well we have mastered the projects from the soluti

ons and answers we produce to every problem. We took part in many projects in areas such as mod, developer, graphic

design and social media.

We know what projects did wrong and they were just trying to line their pockets. We know everything from how they sell

,all open doors. We did KYC. We havent any mock token without paid. We did this to build trust. There is no team in this

project. In this project, everyone is a member of the team.

Why is there no team?

Because the team does not have any tokens that it receives without paying. Because the team don't sell. Because it’s

locked in liquidity forever and there's never, ever a chance of a rugpull.

The team has to buy tokens. In other words, even a single token cannot be obtained free of charge in the mock token.

The team will actually invest a token and fight to increase it. In short, we are all a team. And everyone has a say. We will a

ll make an investment and work towards its value. The team members are all in the same city and after much thought,

they decided on this.

If Doge is out to make fun of other tokens and jokes, Mock token is also making fun of the metaverse. Because what’s

being hyped up as a metaverse right now is bullshit.
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TEAM
4000 years locked liquidity.

There is not a single team token.

Bubble maps-style standalone applications will be used for tokenomics. and all wallet addresses will be shared with

the community.

We have participated in dozens of pre-sales so far. We have been involved in dozens of projects. 99 percent of them

are liars. They lock the tokens for a while. Then when the lock is opened they sell horribly. People are constantly

hurting. Teams always win. In this project, we will put a stop to it.

Welcome to our project, which does not have even 1 token sales pressure and has a real 1000x potential.

This project has huge potential. All projects that have no owner in the world have been successful. Because they don’t

serve a group. They literally serve the community.

Project owner existing coins or tokens eg ETH. What will happen if Vitalik say that my is broken, my psychology is

broken today? Will it lose value? Or are people just obligated to the eth network? Project ownership and the publicity

of these people is actually a disadvantage for the project, not an advantage in crypto.

That is why it is very important that there are no project owners. Like BTC, Doge, Mock. We will also be mock investors

. Why should we get an income under the name of the team just because we have developed a web page, twitter,

telegram and a smart contract. We will offer you endless transparency with all its stages and we will present the mock

token to humanity. Like Doge and BTC. And we're going to show everyone that there's been a scam under the name of

the metaverse.47



TEAM
And these two lies will never be told.

1.We work hard :D

Dude, what are you doing in the background, Big nothing. You don't develop contracts, because the

contract development phase is over. You don't write code.

2 3 people are asking questions. We are working on the answer. What are you trying to do? You are not

working, but you are selling teams tokens.

Because 1 tweet, 1 message on telegram. Is mean that working? Even the web pages of most projects

are out of date. All of them are stolen and simple crypto theme .

2. The team will take care of it.

What does this mean? We have no answer to give you. Let's pass it off by saying it will be taken care of.

That's the whole point. The answer to every question that comes to your mind is in this document,

because everything is very clear and clear.

Even those fancy metaverse projects have blank white papers. Most projects are also 2 pages. And

almost all of them were stolen from right to left.
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TEAM
I am William Wallace. I will try to deal with bloodsuckers,

reveal the truth, try to be fair, and create an upward graph

all the time.

If you have invested in this token, you are now our partner.

Welcome. Let's announce this unique and sincere

opportunity to everyone.

Let's joke, let's mock, but remember jokes are the greatest

truths.

Please always keep this whitepaper in mind when investing

from now on.
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Why will the stock market listing not 

be early?
We know that you want hype, expectation and price increase. Early listing of reflective, that is, automatic staking, tokens

that enter the exchanges early is a disaster.

We have seen this in dozens of projects. We can also give their names. This early listing causes the following. There is no

slippage and reflection feature in the stock market. There is no token reward for holding it. Even if you wait in

pancakeswap, most of the volume will shift to the exchanges. This means harm to holders.

If an exchange wants to list us even for free, we will complain. No stock market listing for 6 months. We don't have a

penny to give to those lousy bloodsuckers.

How is the stock market listing?

Project owners fill out the form. Or project admins can be reached via telegram.

10k-50k sometimes 200k money is requested. So even if you are crap coin, if you have money, you are in the stock market

. Every transaction appears transparently on the pancake. But it is not seen in the stock market.

After the money is paid, the text of the agreement is sent, it's nonsense. Just write your name and surname, sign, scan

and send it to them.

MM account required , real KYC . However, you can also make an MM account through a company. In other words, the

stock markets are not as safe as it seems.
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Why will the stock market listing not 

be early?
Yes, the project is on the stock market. What happened now ? Arbitrageurs destroy the project. Purchases and sales are

no longer visible. Reflection features do not work. Or, because the volume has shifted to another place, it does not earn

as much as before. The team constantly sells the token on the stock market.

Finally delist .

We don't want fast listing the stock markets. When the exchanges see high volume, they will list themselves. But we will

prevent this.

Early listing is disastrous for the gem token. Some major exchanges are project dumps. There are 3-5 exchanges that we

will not write their names. Complete bloodsuckers. These are the garbage who take the money of the projects because

they will give CMC and CG support to the project.

Do not let money be stolen for other Project owners, CMC and CG. Maybe you can speed up the process. They have

hundreds of projects to review. They may look at yours 1 minute ago but will never list you until you meet the review crite

ria. A brother's advice for you.

After the first 6 months, we will enter the exchanges that support our reflection features. But if there are no reflection

features, we do not exist.

And when you, dear readers, invest in reflective tokens, don't pressure them for an early stock market listing.
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Why will the stock market listing not 

be early?
If you force an exchange listing, sell all your tokens along with the exchange listing. There is a small

minority that believes in projects and a large group that wants to become rich. Just because they’re

crowded doesn't mean they're telling the truth.

Remember that exchanges are project dumps, their only concern is to earn more transfer fees and they

want to make money with listing.

So long live and prosper decentralized exchanges.

Decentralized crypto but centralized exchange or tokens, get lost.

We will make a continuous upward graph in the mockup. Because team don't sell tokens. Cannot sell in

bulk. And they will be holders in the doge wants to win. You will witness this terrible rise.
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Roadmap
Goals will be fulfilled completely and on time.

2022 

Q1

1-)Researching and preparing for

the whitepaper ✓

2-)Opening Social Media

Accounts ✓

3-) Opening the website ✓

2022 

April

2022 

April
1-)Pre-sale launch ✓

2-) KYC &Audit ✓

3-) Ads before pre-

sale

4-)Official Listing Like

Coinhunter platform

5-)Collecting 10K BNB

investment in pre-sale

2022 

Q2

1-) Certik Audit

2-)New Whitepaper

prepare with mock

army

1-) Reaching 10k holders

2-) CMC Listing

3-) CG Listing

3-) CG and CMC Trend

4-) Starting aggressive

advertising and marketing

activities

5-) Reaching 10k followers on

social media accounts



Roadmap
These goals will be fully fulfilled and then the new map will be determined together
as the whole community. Let's pretend now we will open a pancakeswap or bakerys
wap pool. It's totally false. Why? Because where will the required token for this stake
be found? There is no token reserved for this.

All goals will be realistic and will be shaped according to the wishes of the
community. Together we will win. Like other projects, we will not write and lie about
NFT, Web3, IOT, Oracle, Metaverse, Game.
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Warning
*Make sure you are on pinksale.finance when participating in the pre-sale.

*If a second contract address is shared, never take it. Follow all our announcements on our official telegram channel.

*Make sure you are connected to the pancakeswap.finance website when making a sale.

*Never send BNB to the contract and pre-sale address.

*Please be sensitive to scam channels and our imitations. Just check the information from our official telegram channel, 
twitter address and website.

*There will never be a private sale.

*Project admins never demand money from you.

*Please beware of vile thieves.
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Social Media
We wait to your support for our social media channels.
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Risks and Mitigation
None of these contents are investment advice. The following part has been added due to legal obligation.

As with any product, its success is dependent on many external factors. The team behind believes that by identifying

possible upcoming risks, the success chances can be increased. There are several risks that we wanted to address -

and how we intend to minimize them in response to varying market circumstances 23 Disclaimer Important notes The

present document is dedicated for marketing purposes only, meaning it is not intended to be legally binding and is del

ivered “as is”. Nothing in this document shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort, or an invitation, or a

solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering, invitation, or solicitation of an offer to purchas

e any security, ownership right, stake, share, future revenue, company participation, or other equivalent rights in any

jurisdiction. Information in this document also does not constitute a recommendation by any person to purchase toke

ns, currencies, or any other cryptographic assets; neither the Issuer has authorized any person to provide any

recommendations of such kind. Forward-looking Statements Observations contained in this document may constitute

forward-looking statements or speak of future events or plans. Such forward-looking statements or information

involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause occurring events to be different. Errors, inaccu

racy, or omissions may also occur in any such statements or information. Accordingly, no reliance should be placed
on any such forward-looking statements or information, and all Issuer liabilities are disclaimed
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Thank You
For Your Attention

https://mockingmetaverse.com


